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Understanding board games as media. 
[Booth 2018] 

Platform / software / interface studies. 
[Stanfill 2014] 

Fan play and its evolution across 
non-digital and digital channels 

[Duncan 2012].



Garfield + Litzsinger + Fantasy Flight Games [2012] 
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Competitive, constructed deck card game.
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[Duncan 2016] 
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Affordances of interfaces [Stanfill 2014]: 

Functional affordances: 
What can the site actually do? 

Cognitive affordances: 
How do users know what a site can do? 

Sensory affordances: 
What should the user care about?
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Functional affordances: 
Quick, automated creation of decks, play. 

Cognitive affordances: 
Significant reduction of cognitive load. 

Sensory affordances: 
Primacy of card placement, board state.



Functional spin: 
You should make as many decks/“smurfs” as you can. 

Cognitive spin: 
You should “grind” games. 

Sensory spin: 
You should create complex board states.



[Smith 2017]



“We get people playing Netrunner faster 
and faster, where testing… is as simple as 
downloading a file. … When you… can test 
the same deck six or seven times a night, 
with no tedious sleeving and unsleeving 
cards, you end up with brutal decks that 

are more science than art.”

[Smith 2017]



Affordances produce norms, which have implications 
for the evolution of the play community.

?



Players as competitive; 
players as evaluators; 
players as processors. 
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But, also: Screens capture, players stream 
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“Metas” Are No Longer Local



Competition, 
performance, community, 

and celebrity.



Emerging questions. 

Physical affordances are not part of interfaces 
[Stanfill 2014], but aren’t they relevant to the 
ecology of an activity which is also played 
physically? 

Board/card game players open us up to new 
ways of viewing active audiences [Booth 
2018], but shouldn’t automation change how 
we think about this? 



Rethinking relationship of physical and digital. 
Understanding play increasingly means 

understanding interfaces, materiality, and 
also their interactions. 



Thank you!
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Next work: Considering labor, heteromation, and play. 



Who made this, anyway?






